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Streamix - Streaming Networks with Mixed Time Criticality

In this talk we present a stream-based coordination language for mixed time-criticality systems. Mixed time criticality means that the system has different types of timing requirements, ranging from services with hard real-time to soft real-time, performance requirements, and timing-independent services.

This language, called Streamix, is a hybrid of the coordination language AstraKahn, presented in the previous talk today, and a real-time progress layer. As a coordination language with mixed time-criticality, Streamix focuses on expressing the concurrency relations of components as well as their timing requirements. With Streamix we can annotate different criticality-levels of timing requirements to different subnets of the streaming network.

The important part of the underlying runtime system is to ensure that the services with real-time requirements can be ensured independently of the execution of non-real-time services. The language also provides adequate interfaces to safely allow data flow between different levels of time-criticality, also from lower criticality to higher criticality. A case study from the health-care demonstrates the need of such programming models for mixed time-criticality.
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Zu diesem Vortrag lädt der Arbeitsbereich für Programmiersprachen und Übersetzer am Institut für Computersprachen herzlich ein.
Tee: 14:00 Uhr in der Bibliothek E185.1, Argentinierstr. 8, 4. Stock (Mitte).